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Taza Flores 

"As Spanish As it Can Get!"

A world of aromas and exciting flavors await to delight your palate at Taza

Flores. Known for their wide selection of delectable Tapas, this restaurant

is a haunt for locals and tourists alike. The setting is warm and welcoming,

with interiors that make you feel at home instantly. There is plenty for you

to try from vegetarian tapas to seafood-infuses dishes. Albeit

quintessentially Spanish, some small plates here have a Mediterranean

touch which is innovative. Apart from refreshing cocktails and robust

wines, Taza Flores also serves beers to go along with your tapas, because

that's how the Spanish like it! Flamenco shows are also organized on

certain evenings.

 +1 514 274 5516  www.tazaflores.com/  info@tazaflores.com  5375 Avenue du Parc,

Montreal QC
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L’Artizan Biztro 

"Tapas Fiesta"

If you wish to give your palate a break from French and Canadian cuisine

then L’Artizan Biztro is the place for you to be. Open since 10a, this tapas

restaurant attracts not only locals but is also a favored spot among

tourists. The place is dimly lit and the ambiance is serene, making it a

perfect getaway. Relax with a glass of wine and some delicious dishes like

the Marrakech or the salmon sandwich which is served with a fresh fruit

and some fries. The vegetable soup is perfect for those to refrain from

meat. L’Artizan Biztro has interesting seafood-infused tapas of which the

grilled shrimps and grilled calamari come most recommended.

 +1 514 507 9747  6349 Rue Saint-Hubert, Montreal QC

 by soyculto   

Tapeo 

"Taste the Tango"

You can taste one of the best tapas in Tapeo, a Spanish restaurant in

Montreal. Head Chef Marie-Fleur St. Pierre prepares a variety of Spanish

dishes giving it a very authentic taste. A wide collection of Spanish wines

compliment the food, making it more delicious. The restaurant is very well

designed with the bar made of wood and tables adjoining it making it look

very different. A very artistically designed place since you will find a lot of

good paintings with different themes hanging on the wall in bright light.

 +1 514 495 1999  www.restotapeo.com/  info@restotapeo.com  511 Villeray Street, Montreal

QC
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